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Abstract. Audio conversation between a service seeking customer and
an agent are common in a voice based call center (VbCC) and are often
recorded either for audit purposes or to enable the VbCC to improve
their efficiency. These audio recordings invariably contain personal infor-
mation of the customer, often spoken by the customer to confirm their
identity to get personalized services from the agent. This private to a per-
son (P2aP) information is the recordings is a serious concern from the
GDPR perspective and can lead to identity theft among other things. In
this paper, we propose a robust framework that enables us to reliably
spot the P2aP information in the audio and automatically mute it. The
main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a novel fuzzy criteria
which by design allows for reduced false alarms and at the same time
increases the accuracy of the muting process even when the the speech
to text conversion process is erroneous. Evaluation on real call center
conversations demonstrates the reliability of the proposed approach.
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1 Introduction

Private to a Person (P2aP) Information can easily lead to identity theft if
recorded audio conversations, between agents and customers in a call center,
get into wrong hands. And more recently, the General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR) [1] makes it strict for an enterprise to refrain from retaining P2aP
information. For these reasons, an enterprise, would like to mute all confiden-
tial (P2aP) information in their audio recordings, while retaining the rest of the
conversation for audit or other purposes. Given an audio conversation (see Fig-
ure 1), a muting approach should mute all instances of P2aP information while
retaining the rest of the audio as is.

A typical P2aP information muting process uses a speech to text (S2T) or a
key word spotting (KWS) engine to ”locate” all the instances of P2aP informa-
tion in the audio and then mute (erase) those portions in the audio. The process
of locating P2aP information is dependent on the accuracy of the S2T or KWS
engine. While the accuracy of S2T is getting better it is not yet perfectly reli-
able for conversational natural language speech as is the case during an Agent



Agt: /how are you today/
Cus: /i want to know my err my credit card dues/
Agt: /can i have your name please/
Cus: /ralf ralf edison/
Agt: /mr edison. can i confirm your mobile number?/
Cus: /sure it is zero double one nine nine six two/
Agt: /thank you. please confirm your credit card number/
Cus: /my credit card number is five three one six nine seven seven four one six

nine seven eight two five zero/

Fig. 1. Sample audio conversation with P2aP information (shown in bold) to be muted.

Customer interaction [2]. Noisy transcriptions, which are inherent in a S2T con-
version process lead to false positives (Type I errors — non P2aP information
are marked as P2aP), as well as false negatives (Type II errors — occurrences
of P2aP are missed).

Protection and masking of P2aP information has been widely studied in the
fields of data security and data mining [3, 4]. Privacy of human speech in spaces
like buildings, offices, hospitals, etc. has also been studied for a long time [5]. The
focus, however has been to maintain a degree of privacy between the speaker and
the intended listener, independent of the spoken content. Most methods available
to mute P2aP information focus on (a) locating P2aP information in the audio
conversation and then (b) muting the located regions [6–11] in the audio. Almost
all of them use some kind of S2T or KWS or acoustic pattern matching technique.
Some of the more recent techniques focus on pattern matching in erroneous S2T
hypothesis [9]. In all cases a binary decision is taken (mute or not-to-mute)
based on a threshold associated with the located P2aP information inferred by
the S2T engine. This binary decision works well for a S2T process which is
accurate, however as mentioned earlier, the S2T process especially for natural
spoken conversations is far from perfect.

In this paper, we introduce the concept of fuzzy-muting (main contribution),
a technique which is robust even when the S2T conversion process is erroneous.
The rest of the paper is as follows Section 2 we dwell on the problems in existing
P2aP information muting approaches. We present our approach in Section 3.
Section 4 presents experimental analysis on real audio conversations. We con-
clude in Section 5.

2 Muting Problems

The basic process of muting P2aP information in audio involves three steps,
namely, Step (a) – identify the set of patterns that are representative of the
P2aP information, Step (b) – a mechanism to locate these patterns in the actual
audio conversation, and then Step (c) – replace the located regions in the audio
signal by silence.



Clearly Step (a) is a preparatory step and typically involves identifying a set
of keywords or key-phrases and their possible occurrence patterns for a given
conversation scenario and the Step (b) is the audio to text conversion process
using a S2T (ASR) or KWS engine. The S2T engine gives a string of recognized
words or labels and their corresponding confidence scores (sc). This confidence
score plays a major role in muting P2aP information in existing approaches.
There are several issues that crop up. We enumerate them below.

Problem 1 S2T is inherently erroneous for natural language conversational
speech, subsequently these lead to false positives (Type I error) and false neg-
atives (Type II error) in locating P2aP information instances. To overcome the
Type I errors existing techniques set a threshold value (τ) on the log likelihood
confidence score determined by the S2T engine and mute all the words whose
log likelihood score sc ≥ τ and which corresponding to the P2aP information
patterns as determined in Step (a).

If ts denotes the start time of the identified P2aP word or phrase and td
denotes the duration of the P2aP word and if sc is the log likelihood score of the
P2aP word or phrase as determined by the S2T engine then muting is performed
as follows:

if (sc > τ) mute signal between (ts, ts + td)

else if (sc ≤ τ) do not mute between (ts, ts + td)

Note that a high threshold (τ) could lead to false negatives (P2aP information
not muted). So the choice of τ becomes very crucial and its choice depends on
the performance of the S2T engine.

Problem 2 The S2T conversion process can mis-recognize an audio segment
corresponding to P2aP information into a text string or label which does not
match the P2aP information patterns at all. There is no way this kind of error
can be handled.

Problem 3 A system based on threshold selection leads to a binary decision,
namely, the muting process either renders the identified region muted or leaves
it as it is. This can lead to non-P2aP regions in an audio recognized by high
confidence by the S2T engine to be muted as well as true P2aP regions recognized
with lower confidence to be left untouched in the audio conversations.

3 Proposed Approach

Our approach is mainly focused on addressing the problems in the existing sys-
tems enumerated earlier and as a result we are able to robustly mute P2aP
information even in the presence of S2T conversion errors. To address Problem
1 and Problem 3 we replace the ”binary” dependency on choice of the threshold
(τ) with a non-binary fuzzy-muting using the log-likelihood scores determined by
the S2T engine. To tackle Problem 2 we use a P2aP search expansion technique,
which was originally proposed in [12].
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Fig. 2. (a) F for different confidence scores (sc) (1). (b) Fuzzy muting function Fd for
confidence score sc = 0.5 and different values of normalized edit distance d (3).

3.1 Fuzzy-Muting

Fuzzy-muting, is a non-binary muting operation which allows for decisions that
are not hard. The effect of this is that this enables a usable robust muting solution
even when the S2T conversion process is erroneous. The fuzzy-muting operation
is a function of the confidence score sc and does not explicitly depend on a
threshold τ . An example (used in our experiments) of a fuzzy-muting function
(Muting Degree) is a Gaussian window, namely,

F(t, td, sc) = exp
−

(t−
td
2 )

2

2sc2 (1)

where, 0 ≤ t ≤ td (for purpose of computation). A plot of this muting function
is shown in Figure 2(a). Note that when the confidence (sc) of the recognized
P2aP information is high then the muting function has a higher degree of mute
and will mute most of (ts, ts + td) interval. Similarly, when the confidence (sc) is
low it takes the form of a peaky Gaussian, meaning only a small portion of the
audio around ts + td/2 is muted and the rest remains the same. Thus F does the
following: (a) P2aP information identified with high confidence (true positive)
is muted heavily (blue curve, Figure 2(a)). (b) P2aP information identified with
low confidence (false positive) is muted for only a small portion of the identified
duration, so that a non-P2aP information is not completely muted (red curve,
Figure 2(a)).

3.2 Search Expansion

P2aP information regions can be missed due to mis-recognition by the S2T con-
version process. In this case the S2T (or KWS) replaces the actual word with
other word(s) from the S2T vocabulary (or keyword list) which are phonetically
similar. For example, a sequence of numbers /one two six four two/ could be



mis-recognized as /one two six photo/ due to acoustic similarity of the content,
the acoustic and the language model in the S2T engine. Such instances, in our
technique are handled in the initial step of constructing P2aP information pat-
terns. In our example, since /four two/ is expected as P2aP information, /photo/
which is acoustically similar is also included as a P2aP information cohort pat-
tern. When P2aP information cohorts are observed in the S2T output they can
be mapped back and considered as confidential information. This mapping can
lead to a correct identification of P2aP information or it leads to a new false
positive. Either of these cases can ultimately undergo fuzzy-muting as discussed
earlier.

To incorporate the proposed search expansion and the P2aP information
cohort patterns the fuzzy muting function (F) can be updated to:

F → Fd(t, td, sc, d) (2)

where, d is the normalized edit distance [13] between the phonemic pronunciation
of the expected pattern (/four two/ in our example) and the observed cohort
pattern (/photo/ in our example). This is incorporated into F as

Fd(t, td, sc, d) = exp
−

((t−
td
2 )(1+d0.5))

2

2sc2 (3)

In this case, when the edit distance d is zero, i.e. the expected pattern and
observed cohort pattern are same, the fuzzy muting function Fd is same as that
in F (1) and directly dependent on the confidence score sc. As the edit distance
d increases, i.e. the expected pattern and observed cohort pattern become in-
creasingly different, Fd reduces the degree of mute. This is illustrated in Figure
2(b).

4 Experimental Analysis

4.1 Dataset

For our experiments we use a dataset consisting of real telephone recorded con-
versations between customers and call center agents of an insurance company
operating in the USA. The conversations are in US accented English and the
duration of the conversations vary from 1 minute to 25 minutes. For our experi-
ments, we considered the customer’s social security number (SSN), as the P2aP
information to be muted in these audio conversations. Note that other informa-
tion, like name of the customer can also be included in the P2aP information to
be muted. Of the 50 audio conversations in this dataset, 80% of them contain at
least one instance of the P2aP information the rest 20% do not contain any in-
stances of the P2aP information. With these characteristics, our dataset closely
resembles a realistic P2aP information muting scenario.



4.2 S2T Setup

Further we use a S2T engine to locate all the instances of P2aP information in the
described audio dataset. The public domain Kaldi ASR toolkit [14] is used with
the ASpIRE Chain acoustic models [15, 16] trained on conversational telephone
speech from the Fisher English corpus. The accompanying pre-trained language
model is used as it is without any adaptation to the domain of our dataset.
Given the un-adapted acoustic and language models, an average Word Error
Rate (WER) of 47.2% is obtained on our dataset. S2T confidence scores were
generated from the lattice posterior probabilities using a language weight of 1.

4.3 S2T conversion Error and Confidence Analysis

A total of 3757 P2aP tokens were actually spoken in the conversations. Of these,
65.6% were correctly recognized, 23.4% were substituted by another word in the
S2T lexicon and 10.8% were deleted by the S2T. One can conclude that there
is about 34.2% chance that the expected P2aP information will be in error and
will affect a typical P2aP information muting process. The presence of 23.4%
of substitution errors in P2aP tokens also indicate that the S2T engine missed
these spoken P2aP words and replaced them by some other in-vocabulary word.
Similarly, out of the 2860 P2aP tokens hypothesized by the S2T, 86.25% were
correctly recognized tokens, 11.22% were substitutions to other words and 2.5%
were insertions by the S2T. From this one can derive that about 13.72% of
the hypothesized P2aP tokens are false positives and would affect the P2aP
information muting process. These observations justify the need to address the
problems described in Section 3 and also the need for search expansion.

For a more detailed analysis we present Figure 3 which shows a distribution
of S2T confidence scores for all the P2aP tokens hypothesized by the S2T as well
as those originally present in the audio conversations but are substituted by the
S2T. Instances where the S2T hypothesizes a P2aP token in place of another
word are denoted by Substitutions (I) as they are Type I errors or false positives.
Instances where the S2T misses a P2aP token and hypothesizes another word
in place of it are denoted by Substitutions (II) as they are Type II errors or
false negatives. The first observation from Figure 3 is that although majority of
the correctly hypothesized P2aP tokens have high confidence scores, setting a
reasonable threshold like τ = 0.8 would discard at least 7.5% of the correctly
hypothesized P2aP tokens which could be part of expected P2aP information.
This re-confirms the need to address the Problems 1 and 3 described in Section
3 and the need for a fuzzy muting mechanism.

4.4 Muting Performance

We present an evaluation of the P2aP information muting approaches on our
dataset of real call center calls, where SSNs are the P2aP information to be
muted. In this evaluation our proposed approach comprises the fuzzy muting
function (3). It is compared to a typical P2aP information muting approach



which mutes S2T recognized P2aP tokens having a confidence score above a
preset threshold τ (see (1)). Additionally we include a third approach in our
evaluation, which first finds cohort patterns for P2aP sequences and then applies
the typical P2aP information muting approach. In this approach, the confidence
score on a P2aP token is modified as: s

′

c = sc/(1 + d0.5)0.5, using the analogy
between (1) and (3).

Our evaluation measure is the average number of SSN digit tokens which are
left un-muted. A human listener listens to the muted speech signal and counts
the number of SSN digit tokens left un-muted. The listener is allowed to listen
to a muted signal multiple times and also to make guesses. The listener was
given only those regions of the audio conversation where the user speaks the
SSN sequence1.

Figure 4 presents an evaluation and comparison of the P2aP information
muting approaches. It shows a plot of the average number of P2aP tokens which
are left un-muted by a muting approach, against different thresholds (τ) on S2T
confidence scores. Approaches based on typical muting, (1), are dependent on
the threshold (τ) and as the threshold (τ) is increased more number of P2aP
tokens are left un-muted. Smaller thresholds (τ) appear better but they lead to
more false alarms in other parts of the audio. Typical muting with cohorts gives
a better performance on smaller thresholds but it degrades as the threshold is
increased. Proposed approach comprising the fuzzy muting function (3) does not
rely on the confidence threshold (τ) and achieves a significantly better muting
performance, where on an average only 1.25 out of 9 SSN digits (P2aP) are left
un-muted, as depicted in Figure4.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Private to a person information often occur in recorded call center conversa-
tions during the process of customer verification. Enterprises have the need to
mute these information for several reasons including new government regula-
tions. Current muting solutions rely on the performance of a S2T engine. While
S2T engines perform well in general, they fail to be 100% right when decoding
natural conversations. In this paper, we have proposed a simple yet effective
fuzzy muting function that can work even in the scenario when the S2T is not
accurate all the time. The advantage of this approach is that it neither mutes
non-P2aP information completely nor does it leave P2aP information untouched,
especially when the confidence in recognizing the P2aP information is low. Anal-
ysis on real call center conversations has justified the need for this approach and
also demonstrated its effectiveness.

While in this work we resorted to Gaussian window functions, fuzzy muting
could employ more sophisticated muting functions. This includes functions in
which degree of mute is dependent on the envelope of the speech signal in the
hypothesized region among other functions.

1 due to data confidentiality
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